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Similarly to the determination of a prior in Bayesian Decision theory, an
arbitrarily precise determination of the loss function is unrealistic. Thus, analog-
ously to global robustness with respect to the prior, one can consider a set of loss
functions to describe the imprecise preferences of the decision maker. In this paper,
we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the Bayes actions set derived from a class
of loss functions. When the collection of additional observations induces a decrease
in the range of the Bayes actions, robustness is improved. We give sufficient condi-
tions for the convergence of the Bayes actions set with respect to the Hausdorff
metric and we also give the limit set. Finally, we show that these conditions are
satisfied when the set of decisions and the set of states of nature are subsets of R p.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bayesian decision theory requires the determination of a single prior and
a single loss function from the prior knowledge and preferences of the deci-
sion maker. This has been criticized even by Bayesians because the decision
maker is unable to give arbitrarily precise probabilities. Consequently,
Bayesians have developed global robustness: instead of eliciting a single
prior, one can select a class of priors reflecting the incomplete prior infor-
mation and compute posterior quantities for every prior. The range of
these quantities indicates the sensitivity of the results with respect to (w.r.t.)
the prior (see [47] for detailed reviews). Because of the strong relation-
ship between prior and loss [14], the same criticism can be done about the
determination of a single loss. The decision maker cannot elicit a single loss
as he is unable to give arbitrarily precise utilities or losses. Thus, many
different losses can fit his incomplete preferences which can better be
described by a class of losses. The range of the Bayes actions set derived
from this class indicates the sensitivity of the final decision w.r.t. the loss
function.
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Assume now that additional information on the unknown parameter % is
obtained from a collection of observations. Does the sensitivity w.r.t. the
loss decrease as more and more data are collected? This is what we
investigate in this paper. More precisely, we find sufficient conditions for
the convergence of the Bayes actions set. As an illustration of the main
results, let us consider the following examples.
Example 1.1. Take an asymmetric absolute error loss
la, b(%, d )={a(%&d )b(d&%)
if %>d
otherwise,
and N(%, 1) independent identically distributed observations x1 , ..., xn . A
constant reference prior gives a N(x , 1n) posterior and the Bayes estimate
associated with la, b is the a(a+b) fractile of the posterior. Suppose that
the decision maker wants to check the robustness w.r.t. the loss to control
if similar losses would give nearly the same Bayes action. He can embed his
loss in the class composed of the losses la, b with the constraints a
aa
and b

bb . The corresponding set of Bayes actions is the interval of
numbers between the a

(a

+b ) fractile and the a (a +b

) fractile of the
posterior, i.e. [x +c1 - n, x +c2 - n] (c1 and c2 are the corresponding
fractile of a N(0, 1)). Clearly, the Bayes actions set decreases towards the
true value of the parameter % when n tends to infinity: the robustness can
be arbitrarily improved by adding observations. However, the class of
losses considered above is too small for investigating robustness because it
only contains linear losses (la, b(%, .) is linear on (&, %] and [%, )).
Consequently, it is better to consider the class composed of all the losses
between the uppermost loss la , b and the lowest one la

, b

. This class is
illustrated on Fig. 1. Does the set of Bayes actions still converge to %? The
answer is positive and it is given by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1. This
FIG. 1. The class of Example 1.1.
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corollary claims that, almost surely, this set is entirely contained in any
neighborhood of the true value of parameter % if n is sufficiently large.
Example 1.2. In Example 1.1, suppose % is an unknown mean demand,
x1 , ..., xn are the known demands of past days and d is a stock for the
(n+1)th day. Even if the true mean demand % is known, it may happen
that the best stock cannot be exactly specified. When the decision maker
can only give an uppermost loss S and a lowest one I, many decisions may
be potentially optimal as shown by Fig. 2. From a robust point of view, the
same question remains: does the set of Bayes actions decrease with n?
Corollary 2.1 states that this set is entirely inside any neighborhood of a set
{(%) for large n if {(%) satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 2.1. The smallest
set satisfying this condition is the set {~ f (%) of optimal decisions for the true
parameter. Then, we know that the set of Bayes actions can be decreased
towards {~ f (%). Can we obtain a smaller set than {~ f (%) by adding observa-
tions? The answer is negative and it is given by Theorem 3.2 which claims
that the limit w.r.t. the Hausdorff metric on sets is {~ f (%).
References and main results on the asymptotic behavior of a single Bayes
estimator can be found in [11, 12, 15]. Roughly, we know from Doob
[10] that the posterior concentrates around the true parameter. Thus,
every Bayes estimate converges towards a single decision. However, this
result is not sufficient for global robustness as it does not guarantee that
the range of the Bayes actions set decreases.
The main sufficient condition given in this paper, regarding the con-
vergence of the Bayes actions set, is the existence of two particular losses
that bound the class of losses. This is not a very restrictive condition since
the decision maker can usually give an uppermost loss S(%, d ) and a lowest
one I(%, d ) for every value of % and every decision d. Example 1.1 shows
that this condition is necessary. Consider the class of linear losses
FIG. 2. The class of Example 1.2.
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without the upper bound condition, i.e., [la, b , a
a<, b

b<]. The
associated Bayes actions set is (&, ) and it cannot be decreased by
adding observations. The same thing happens if we remove the lower
bound condition. Consequently, we consider the class [I, S] of every losses
between I and S and study the asymptotic behavior of the associated Bayes
actions set. In Section 2, we give sufficient conditions for what we call the
convergence in a given set E. This allows us to know whether the Bayes
estimates set concentrates inside E almost surely w.r.t. the joint distribution
of % and the observations. If E is a singleton, the global robustness can be
arbitrarily improved by increasing the number of observations. We show
this is typically the case in estimation problems. If E is not a singleton, the
convergence in a set does not allow to define a limit. For this reason, we
give in Section 3 additional sufficient conditions for the convergence of the
Bayes actions set w.r.t. the Hausdorff metric. We also give the limit. In
Section 4, we show that the above conditions are satisfied when
(%, d ) # R p+q. Section 5 contains auxiliary results and proofs (except the
proof of Theorem 2.1 which is included in Section 2).
2. CONVERGENCE IN A GIVEN SET
Consider again the class [la, b , a
a<, b

b<]. The associated
Bayes actions set remains equal to (&, +) despite the consistency of
each Bayes estimator. Therefore, we look for sufficient conditions ensuring
uniform consistency of the Bayes estimators. This is the purpose of this
section: we find conditions ensuring that, given a (small) set E, there exists
a sufficiently large sample size such that each Bayes estimator derived from
each loss function belongs to E.
Suppose we observe an infinite sequence x=(x1 , x2 , ...) # XN and let
(XN, T, P%) be the associated probability space. Suppose that the
parameter % belongs to a Polish space 3. Let B3 be the _-field of the Borel
sets of 3 and ? a prior on B3 . We assume that (%, A)  P% (A) is transition
probability so that P% and ? define a unique probability + on (3_XN,
B3_T). Define X such that X(%, x)=x. Then, + admits a disintegration
in the form +(d%, dx)=?x(d%) m(dx) where ?x(d%) is the posterior given
X=x. Define Xn such that Xn(%, x)=(x1 , ..., xn). Let Tn /T be the _-field
generated by X n and P%, n the restriction of P% to Tn . Then, as above, P%, n
and ? define a probability +n which admits a disintegration into ?x, n
(a posterior given x1 , ..., xn) and mn such that, for every B # B3 and every
A # Tn
+n(B_A)=|
B
P%, n(A) ?(d%)=|
A
?x, n(B) mn(dx).
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(D, BD ) is a separable metric space of decisions with its Borel _-field and
LC denotes the set of continuous functions l: 3_D  R+. A loss function
l # LC is called locally ?-dominated if there exists for each d # D an open
neighborhood U of d such that %  supt # U l(%, t) is B3-measurable and
?-integrable. From Strasser [18], if l # LC is locally ?-dominated then
 l(%, d) ?x, n(d%) is a continuous function of d, it is also a version of the
conditional expectation E(l( } , d ) | Tn) and the Bayes estimate related to l is
a measurable function h ln : (X
N, Tn)  (D, BD ) such that
E(l( . , h ln(x)) | Tn)(%, x)= inf
d # D
E(l( . , d) | Tn)(%, x) +-a.e.
Let us define the class [I, S] of loss functions. Suppose that I and S are
two locally ?-dominated loss functions of LC such that IS. Also suppose
that, for all % # 3, there exists two decisions dI% and d
S
% which minimize
respectively I(%, .) and S(%, .). I(%, d ) and S(%, d ) represent respectively the
lowest and the uppermost loss related to the decision d when the state of
nature is %. By definition, [I, S] is the subset of LC of functions l such that
IlS. By construction, [I, S] contains every loss compatible with the
decision maker preference. We can remark that every loss function in
[I, S] is locally ?-dominated.
Let us define the strong consistency uniformly on [I, S]. Let $ be the
metric on D. For E/D and =>0, we define
E ==[d # D : $(d, E)<=].
U is called a neighborhood of E if E =/U for some =>0. In the sequel,
{ denotes a function from 3 into the set of subsets of D.
Definition 2.1. The family of measurable functions [h ln : (X
N, Tn) 
(D, BD ), n # N, l # [I, S]] is strongly consistent for { in % uniformly on
[I, S] if there exists a P% -negligible set N such that for all x # XN"N and
all neighborhood U of the set {(%) there exists an integer N such that for
all n>N and all l # [I, S], h ln(x) # U.
The uniform strong consistency is proved from Theorem 2.1 under the
following assumptions (H1), (H2), and (H3).
(H1) There exists a metric on LC such that:
 [I, S] is separable,
 for +-almost all (%, d ), for all integer n and all d # D,
l  3 l(%, d ) ?x, n(d%) is continuous.
(H2) There exists a measurable function f: (XN, T)  (3, B3) such
that P% ( f =%)=1 ?-a.e. Such an estimator is called a ?-almost exact
estimator.
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(H3) The family of functions d  E(S( . , d ) | Tn) (n # N) is equicon-
tinuous +-almost everywhere.
Assumption (H1) is essentially used to prove that an intersection of the
form l # [I, S] El of measurable sets El is measurable. The existence of a
?-almost exact estimator (H2) has been investigated by Schmerkotte [16].
This assumptions already appear in several papers [10, 17, 18]. Finally,
remark that (H3) only concerns the loss S.
Theorem 2.1. Under (H1), (H2), and (H3), if
 there exists U=[Uk , k # N] a family of subsets of D such that, for
?-almost all % and for all neighborhood U of {(%), there exist =>0 and k
such that {(%)=/Uk /U
 for ?-almost all % and for all neighborhood U of {(%)
inf
d # D
S(%, d )< inf
d # D"U
I(%, d ) (1)
then, there exists N a +-negligible set such that, for all (%, x ) # 3_XN"N
and all neighborhoods U of {(%), there exists an integer N such that for all
n>N and all l # [I, S]
inf
d # D
E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)< inf
d # D"U
E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x).
A family U as above exists if {(%)= is relatively compact or if {(%) is finite
or if { is continuous (w.r.t. the Hausdorff metric). This last result is given
by Proposition 5.1 (Section 5).
Proof (Theorem 2.1). Let D* denote a countable dense subset of D. We
first show that there exists a subset E2 /XN_3 with +(E2)=1 on which
the following propositions (2)(10) are true for all l # [I, S], all d # D, all
n # N, all k # N and all d* # D*:
E(I( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)=E(I( f, d) | Tn)(%, x) (2)
E(S( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)=E(S( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x) (3)
lim
n
E( inf
d # D"Uk
I( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)= inf
d # D"Uk
I( f (x), d ) (4)
f (x)=% (5)
E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)E(S( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x) (6)
E(I( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x) (7)
lim
n
E(S( f, d*) | Tn)(%, x)=S( f (x), d*) (8)
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E( inf
d # D"Uk
I( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)=E ( inf
d # D"Uk
I( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x) (9)
E( inf
d # D"Uk
I( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x) inf
d # D"Uk
E(I( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x). (10)
Remark that E2 must not depend on l, d, n, k or d*. Let us prove (4).
Recall that f is a ?-almost exact estimator, i.e. f (x)=% +-a.s.. Let (D"Uk)*
be a countable dense subset of (D"Uk).
inf
d # D"Uk
I( f (x), d )= inf
d # (D"Uk)*
I( f (x), d )
is T-measurable and by martingale theorems
lim
n
E( inf
d # (D"Uk)
I( f, d ) | Tn)=E( inf
d # (D"Uk)
I( f, d ) | T) +-p.p.
= inf
d # (D"Uk)
I( f (x), d) +-p.p.
Let us prove (6). Let E6(n, d, l )=[(%, x): E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)E(S( . , d ) |
Tn)(%, x)]. Clearly, +(E6(n, d, l ))=1. By (H1), l  E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)&
E(S( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x) is continuous. Since d  E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)&E(S( . ,
d) | Tn)(%, x) is also continuous,
+ \ ,n # N ,d # D ,l # [I, S] E6(n, d, l )+=+ \ ,n # N ,d # D* ,l # [I, S]* E6(n, d, l )+=1.
Relations (7) and (8) can be proved by using similar arguments and
(2)(3), (5), (9)(10) are obvious. Let E2 denote the subset of 3_X on
which (2)(10) are true. We have proved that +(E2)=1.
Let E denote the subset composed of (%, x) # 3_XN such that, for every
neighborhood U of {(%), there exist ’>0 and an integer N such that, for
every n>N and every l # [I, S], we have
inf
d # D
E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)+’ inf
d # D"U
E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x).
We will prove that E2 /E. Take (%, x) # E2 and let U be a neighborhood
of {(%). By assumptions, there exist =>0 and Uk # U such that {(%)=/
Uk /U. There also exists ’>0 such that
inf
d # D
S(%, d )+’< inf
d # D"Uk
I(%, d ).
By (H3), there exists d* # D* such that, for all n # N
|E(S( . , d*) | Tn)(%, x)&E(S( . , dS% ) | Tn)(%, x)|<’8
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and
|S(%, d*)&S(%, dS% )|<’8
(recall that dS% is a minimizer of S(%, .)). By (3), (8), and (5)
lim
n
E(S( . , d*) | Tn)(%, x)=S(%, d*).
Then, there exists an integer N such that, for all n>N
E(S( . , d*) | Tn)(%, x)<S(%, d*)+’4.
Thus, for every n>N and every l # [I, S], we have
inf
d # D
E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)E(l( . , dS% ) | Tn)(%, x)
E(S( . , d*) | Tn)(%, x)+’8
S(%, d*)+’4+’8
S(%, dS% )+’4+’8+’8
= inf
d # D
S(%, d)+’2
< inf
d # D"Uk
I(%, d )&’2. (11)
There exists N$>N such that, for all n>N$ and all l # [I, S],
inf
d # D"Uk
I(%, d )&’4= inf
d # D"Uk
I( f (x), d )&’4
<E( inf
d # D"Uk
I( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)
 inf
d # D"Uk
E(I( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)
 inf
d # D"Uk
E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x).
From this last inequality and (11), we have for every n>N$
inf
d # D
E(l( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)+’4 inf
d # D"U
E(l( . , d) | Tn)(%, x). K
From Theorem 2.1, it is easy to prove the strong consistency uniformly
on [I, S]. We just need the existence of the Bayes estimator.
(H4) For every integer n and every loss function l # [I, S], there
exists a Bayes estimator h ln .
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Strasser [18] gives sufficient conditions for (H4).
Corollary 2.1. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.1 and (H4), the
Bayes estimators family related to [I, S] is strongly consistent for { in
?-almost all % uniformly on [I, S].
For all x # X and all n, let An(x) denote the set of Bayes estimates
associated with [I, S], i.e., An(x)=[h ln(x), l # [I, S]]. Intuitively, it is the
set of potential optimal decisions given that l # [I, S]. Corollary 2.1 ensures
that, for +-almost all (%, x), An(x) is inside any neighborhood of {(%) if n
is sufficiently large.
Convergence to a Point. According to Theorem 2.1, {(%) is any set that
satisfies condition (1). If {(%) is a singleton, the robustness can be arbitrarily
improved by adding observations. Can {(%) be reduced to a singleton? For
every % # 3, suppose that inf I(%, . )=inf S(%, . ) and there exists d% # D such
that for every neighborhood U of d% ,
inf
d # D
I(%, d )< inf
d # D"U
I(%, d ).
Then, {(%)=[d%] clearly satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 2.1 (it can
also be proved that d% is the unique minimizer of l(%, . ) for all l # [I, S]).
Let us apply Corollary 2.1 to estimation problems. In such problems, I(%, . )
is an increasing function of the distance between d and % and we can take
I(%, %)=S(%, %)=0. This is illustrated by Fig. 1. Clearly, such classes satisfy
the above conditions with d%=% and then, the Bayes estimators are
strongly consistent for % uniformly on [I, S]. The incomplete information
about the loss can fully be compensated by the data.
3. CONVERGENCE WITH RESPECT TO THE
HAUSDORFF METRIC
In the previous section, sufficient conditions are given to ensure that
An(x) stays inside a given set for large n. However, the limit of An(x) is not
provided by our method and we do even not know whether this limit
exists. From a robust point of view, the limit corresponds to a bound of
robustness: it is impossible to obtain a smaller set than this limit whatever
the number of observations we take. In this section, the limit is given w.r.t.
the Hausdorff metric together with sufficient conditions for its existence.
Recall that, if $ is a metric on D, the Hausdorff metric between two closed
subsets of D is defined by
h(A, B)=max[sup
d # A
$(d, B), sup
d # B
$(d, A)].
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3.1. The Limit {~ f (%)
For every % # 3, we define
{~ (%)=[d # D, I(%, d )< inf
t # D
S(%, t)]
{~ f (%)=[d # D, I(%, d ) inf
t # D
S(%, t)].
The set {~ f (%) is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. We show in Subsection 3.2 that
{~ f (%) is the limit of An(x). We first investigate whether the limit {~ f (%) can
be singleton. Proposition 3.1 provides a necessary and sufficient condition.
Proposition 3.1. {~ f (%)=[d%] if and only if the two following conditions
are satisfied
(i) inf I(%, . )=inf S(%, . )
(ii) d% is the unique minimizer of I(%, . ).
The following Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 make the connection between the
sets {~ (%) and {~ f (%) and the set of minimizers of l(%, . ) for l # [I, S].
Proposition 3.4 shows that {~ f (%) is the closure of {~ (%) under condition (1)
of Theorem 2.1.
Proposition 3.2. d # {~ f (%) if and only d is a minimizer of l(%, . ) for some
l # [I, S].
Proposition 3.3. For all d # {~ (%), d is the unique minimizer of l(%, . ) for
some l # [I, S]. Conversely, if d is the unique minimizer of l(%, . ) for some
l # [I, S], then d # {~ (%) or d is the unique minimizer of S(%, . ).
Proposition 3.4. If for every neighborhood U of {~ (%), inf S(%, . )<
infd # D"U I(%, d ) then {~ (%)={~ f (%).
3.2. Convergence of An
The proof of the convergence w.r.t. the Hausdorff metric is made under
the following additional assumption.
(H5) There exists [I, S]* a countable subset of [I, S] such that, for
all % # 3 and all U % D such that U & {~ (%){<, there exists l* # [I, S]*
such that
inf
d # D
l*(%, d )< inf
d # D"U
l*(%, d ).
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Theorem 3.2 establishes the convergence of An(x) w.r.t. the Hausdorff
metric. Its proof falls naturally into two steps. First, Corollary 2.1 proves
that An(x) is almost surely inside (any neighborhood of) {~ (%) for a
sufficiently large n. Then, Theorem 3.1 shows that An(x) ranges over the
whole set {~ (%) for a sufficiently large n.
Theorem 3.1. If for all % # 3, {~ (%) is relatively compact, then, under
(H2)(H5), for +-almost all (%, x)
lim
n  
sup
d # {~ (%)
$(d, An(x))=0.
Theorem 3.2. Under (H1)(H5), if for ?-almost all % we have
(i) for every neighborhood U of {~ (%), infd # D S(%, d )<infd # D"U
I(%, d ) (Eq. (1))
(ii) %  infd # D S(%, d ) is continuous
(iii) there exist a neighborhood V of % such that % # V {~ (%) is compact
then, for +-almost all (%, x), An(x) converges to {~ f (%) w.r.t. the Hausdorff
metric.
We can remark that assumption (ii) is satisfied if [%  S(%, d ), d # D] is
equicontinuous.
4. THE ASSUMPTIONS IN THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE
We show in this section that assumptions (H1), (H3), and (H5) are
satisfied when 3_D/R p+q. Theorem 4.1 gives a metric on the loss func-
tions space for which [I, S] is separable and the expected loss is a con-
tinuous function of the loss. Corollary 4.1 is an application of Theorem 4.1
when the model is dominated.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that 3_D/R p+q. Let $ be a metric on Lc
defined by
$(:, ;)= :

k=1
2&k \1 7 supd # Bk |3 |:(%, d)&;(%, d )| ?(d%)+ ,
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where Bk is the closed ball with center 0 and radius k of D. Then,
(i) for every probability measure & absolutely continuous w.r.t. ? such
that S is locally &-dominated and for every d # D, l  3 l(%, d ) &(d%) is
continuous
(ii) [I, S] is separable.
Corollary 4.1. Suppose 3_D/R p+q and that there exist measurable
functions fn : 3_X  R+ and a measure & on (X, T) such that Pn, % (dx)=
fn(%, x) &(dx) for every n. Then (H1) is satisfied.
Proposition 4.1 gives sufficient conditions on the spaces 3 and D
for (H3). These conditions are clearly satisfied if in addition to (H2),
3_D/R p+q.
Proposition 4.1. Under (H2), if 3 is sigma-compact and D is locally
compact then, for +-almost all (%, x), the family d  E(S( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)
(n # N) is equicontinuous, i.e., (H3).
Proposition 4.2 gives sufficient conditions for (H5) which can be easily
verified in practice.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that 3_D/R p+q. Assumption (H5) is satisfied
if, for every % # 3, there exists a compact set K/D containing {~ f (%) such
that
(i) supd # {~ f (%) S(%, d )<infd # D"K I(%, d )
(ii) infd # D S(%, d )<infd # D"K I(%, d ).
5. AUXILIARY RESULTS AND PROOFS
5.1. Auxiliary Results
Proposition 5.1. Let E and Y be two metric spaces of f a continuous
function from E to (P(Y), h) the set of subsets of Y with the Hausdorff
metric. In E is separable, then there exists a countable family U=[Uk ,
k # N] of subsets of Y such that, for every neighborhood U of f (x), there
exist =>0, =$>0 and k # N such that
f (x)/f (x)=$/Uk /f (x)=/U.
Proof. Let E* be a countable dense subset of E and
U=[ f (x)r, x # E*, r # Q+].
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Take x # E. There exists =>0 such that f (x)=/U. Let r be a positive
rational such that r<=3. Seeing that f is continuous, there exists x* # E*
such that h( f (x), f (x*))<r and then
h( f (x)r, f (x*))h( f (x)r, f (x))+h( f (x), f (x*))<2r
h( f (x*)2r, f (x))h( f (x*)2r, f (x*))+h( f (x*), f (x))<3r.
Thus, by noting that h(A, B)<’ implies A/B’ and B/A’, we have f (x)
/f (x)r/f (x*)2r/f (x)3r/f (x)=/U. K
Proposition 5.2. Let E and Y be two metric spaces and f a continuous
function from E_Y to R+. Take B>0. For all x # E, we take {(x)=
[ y # Y : f (x, y)<B]. If
 [ y # Y: f (x, y)B]/{(x),
 there exists V a neighborhood of x such that x$ # V {(x$) is compact,
then the map x  {(x) from X to the set of closed subsets of Y with the
Hausdorff metric h is continuous.
Proof. We keep the same notation for the metric on E and the metric
on Y. Fix x # E and =>0.
(i) We first remark that for all y # {(x), there exists ’1>0 and ’2>0
such that, if $(x, x$)<’1 and $( y, y$)<’2 then y$ # {(x$) (this is clear by
noting that [(x, y), f (x, y)<B] is open).
(ii) Let us show that there exists ’>0 such that
$(x, x$)<’ O sup
y # {(x)
inf
y$ # {(x$)
$( y, y$)=.
{(x) is compact. Thus, there exists a finite cover of {(x) composed of open
balls B( yi , =) (i=1, ..., n) centered at some points of {(x) with radius =. By
(i), for each i, there exists ’1i>0 and ’2i>0 such that $(x, x$)<’1i and
$( yi , y$)<’2i implies that y$ # {(x$). Take ’=min[’1i] and x$ such that
$(x, x$)<’. Then, a fortiori, for all i, yi # {(x$). Thus, for all y # {(x), there
exists yi such that $( yi , y)<= and yi # {(x$). Then, supy # {(x) infy$ # {(x$)
$( y, y$)=.
(iii) Let us show that there exists ’>0 such that $(x, x$)<’ implies
{(x$)/{(x)=. Suppose this is wrong. Then, there exists a sequence (xn) with
limit x and a sequence yn such that f (xn , yn)<B and these two sequences
are such that for all y # {(x) we have $( y, yn)=. For all sufficiently large
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n, xn # V and then yn is in a compact set. Then, there exists a subsequence
y,(n) with limit y* such that f (x, y*)B. By assumption, y* # {(x). But,
for all n, $({(x), y,(n))=. Thus, $({(x), y*)= which is impossible. Thus,
$(x, x$)<’ implies {(x$)/\(x)=. In others words, $(x, x$)<’ implies
supy$ # {(x$) infy # {(x) $( y, y$)=. K
5.2. Proofs
Proof (Proposition 3.1). First, it is easy to check that
(i)  {~ (%)=<. (12)
Then we first prove (i) and (ii) O {~ f (%)=[d%]. Take d* # {~ f (%). By (12)
I(%, d*)=inf S(%, . )=inf I(%, . ).
Then d* minimizes I(%, . ) and by uniqueness {~ f (%)=[d%]. Conversely,
suppose {~ f (%)=[d%]. Then, by a continuity argument, {~ (%)=< and by
(12) I(%, d%)inf S(%, . )=inf I(%, . ). Then d% minimizes I(%, . ). Suppose d*
is another minimizer of I(%, . ). Then
I(%, d*)=I(%, d%)inf
d
S(%, d )
proves that d* # {~ f (%)=[d%]. K
Proof (Proposition 3.2). Take %* # 3 and d* # {~ f (%*). We shall show
that there exists l # [I, S] such that l(%*, d*)=infd # D l(%*, d ). We define
l=max[I, min[S, inf
d # D
S(%*, d )]].
We can remark that l is a continuous function of (%, d ) and IlS.
Further, l(%*, . ) attains its minimum at d* since, for all d # D
l(%*, d*)=max[I(%*, d*), inf
d # D
S(%*, d )]
= inf
d # D
S(%*, d )
max[I(%*, d), inf
d # D
S(%*, d )]
=l(%*, d).
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Conversely, fix d* # D and suppose there exists l # [I, S] such that l(%, d*)
=infd # D l(%, d ). Then d* # {~ f (%) because
I (%, d*)l(%, d*)= inf
d # D
l(%, d ) inf
d # D
S(%, d).
Proof (Proposition 3.3). (a) Fix %* # 3 and d* # {~ (%). We show there
exists l # [I, S] such that l(%*, . ) attains a unique minimum at d*. Define
2: D  [0, ] by
2(d)={}
I(%*, d*)&I(%*, d )
S(%*, d )&I(%*, d ) }+$(d, d*)

if S(%*, d)&I(%*, d ){0
else.
(i) Clearly, 2 is continuous.
(ii) Take 8: [0, ]  [0, 1] a continuous function such that
8(0)=0, 8(1)=1, x<8(x)<1 for all 0<x<1 and 8(x)=1 for all
x # [1, ]. Define :(d)=8(2(d )). Clearly, 0:(d )1 and : is con-
tinuous on D. Thus,
l(%, d )=:(d ) S(%, d )+(1&:(d )) I(%, d) # [I, S].
(iii) We now show that l(%*, . ) attains a unique minimum at d*.
Noting that
I(%*, d*)< inf
d # D
S(%*, d )S(%*, d )
we have :(d*)=8(0)=0 and then
l(%*, d )&l(%*, d*)=:(d )[S(%*, d )&I(%*, d )]+I(%*, d )&I(%*, d*).
Take d{d* (then :(d )>0). If S(%*, d )&I(%*, d )=0, then
I(%*, d )=S(%*, d ) inf
d # D
S(%*, d)>I(%*, d*)
and then l(%*, d )&l(%*, d*)>0. Else, if :(d )=1 then
l(%*, d )&l(%*, d*)=S(%*, d )&I(%*, d*)
 inf
d # D
S(%*, d)&I(%*, d*)
>0.
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Else, then 0<:(d )<1 and
:(d)=8(2(d ))>2(d )> } I(%*, d*)&I(%*, d )S(%*, d )&I(%*, d) } .
Thus we also have l(%*, d )&l(%*, d*)>0.
(b) We now show the reciprocal. Take l # [I, S] such that l(%*, . )
attains a unique minimum at d*. By Proposition 3.2, I(%*, d*)infd # D
S(%*, d ). Take dS%* a minimizer of S(%*, . ). If d*  {~ (%*) then
l(%*, dS%*)S(%*, d
S
%*)=I(%*, d*)l(%*, d*)= inf
d # D
l(%*, d )
and, by uniqueness dS%*=d* and d
S
%* is the unique argument of infd # D
S(%*, . ). K
Proof (Proposition 3.4). Let us show that for all =>0, {~ f (%)/{~ (%)=.
Suppose there exists =>0, d $  {~ (%)= such that I(%, d $)infd # D S(%, d ).
Then infD"{~ (%)= I(%, d )infd # D S(%, d ) which is impossible. This proves that
{~ f (%)/{~ (%). {~ (%)/{~ f (%) is clear. K
Proof (Theorem 3.1). Let D* and [I, S]* be countable dense subsets of
D and [I, S] respectively. Let U denote the set of open balls centered on
the points of D* with rational radius. Uk (k # N) is the generic notation of
an element of U. By the same arguments as in Theorem 2.1, there exists
E/3_XN with +(E)=1 such that, for every (%, x) # E, every n # N, every
l* # [I, S]*, every d # D and every k # N, we have
&t  E(l*( . , t) | Tn)(%, x) is continuous on D
&E(l*( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)=E(l*( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)
&lim
n
E(l*( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)=l*( f (x), d )
& f (x)=%
&lim
n
E( inf
d # D"Uk
l*( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)= inf
d # D"Uk
l*( f (x), d ).
Take (%, x) # E such that {~ (%){< and =>0. {~ (%) is compact thus there
exist open balls B1 , B2 , ..., Bn of U with radius less than =2 such
that {~ (%)/ni=1 B i and Bi & {~ (%){< for all i. By (H5), there exists
l* # [I, S]* and ’>0 such that
inf
d # D
l*(%, d )< inf
d # D"Bi
l*(%, d )&’.
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There exists an integer Ni such that, for all n>Ni we have
inf
d # D
E(l*( . , d) | Tn)(%, x)lim sup
n
inf
d # D*
E(l*( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)+’4
 inf
d # D*
lim sup
n
E(l*( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)+’4
= inf
d # D
l*(%, d )+’4
< inf
d # D"Bi
l*(%, d )+’4&’
E ( inf
d # D"Bi
l*( f, d ) | Tn)(%, x)+’2&’
 inf
d # D"Bi
E(l*( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)&’2.
Thus, the Bayes action associated with l* and n belongs to Bi . Take N=
maxi[Ni], n>N and d # {~ (%). Then, there exists i such that d # Bi and there
exists a Bayes estimator in Bi . Consequently, $(d, An(x))<=. K
Proof (Theorem 3.2). We first show that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1
are satisfied when {={~ . By (ii), f (%, d )=I(%, d )&infd # D S(%, d ) is
continuous. By (i) and Proposition 3.4, {~ f (%)={~ (%). By (iii) and Proposition
5.2, %  {~ f (%) is continuous w.r.t. Hausdorff metric. Thus, by Proposi-
tion 5.1, there exists a countable family U of subset of D such that for every
% and every neighborhood of {~ (%), there exist =>0 and Uk # U such that
{~ (%)=/Uk /U.
Let us prove the convergence. From Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 3.1,
there exists a +-negligible subset of 3_XN such that, for all (%, x)  N and
all =>0, there exists an integer N such that for all n>N and all l # [I, S]
(a) the Bayes estimator h ln(x) (associated to l and n) belongs to
({~ (%))=
(b) supd # {~ (%) $(d, An(x))=.
Take (%, x)  N, =>0 and n>N.
h(An(x), {~ f (%))h(An(x), {~ (%)=)+h({~ (%)=, {~ (%))
h(An(x), {~ (%)=)+=.
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By (a) and (b),
h(An(x), {~ (%)=)= sup
d # ({~ (%))=
$(d, An(x))
 sup
d # ({~ (%))=
$(d, {~ (%))+ sup
d # {~ (%)
$(d, An(x))
2=. K
Proof (Theorem 4.1). (i) Take d # D, l # LC and =>0. &<<? and
2S( . , d ) is ? and &-integrable, then by [9, Theorem 13.15.5] there exists
’>0 such that, for every function h T-measurable such that 0h
2S( . , d ), 3 h(%) ?(d%)<’ implies that 3 h(%) &(d%)<=. Take N such that
d # BN . If $(l, l $)<’2&N, then, noting that
2N$(l, l $) sup
d $ # BN
|
3
|l(%, d $)&l $(%, d $)| ?(d%)
we deduce
|
3
|l(%, d )&l $(%, d )| ?(d%) sup
d $ # BN
|
3
|l(%, d $)&l $(%, d $)| ?(d%)<’
and then
|
3
|l(%, d )&l $(%, d)| &(d%)<=.
(ii) We can note that [I, S]=[l=(1&:) I+:S, : # U] where U=
[: # LC : 0:1]. For every polynomial q on R p+q, we define the trun-
cated polynomial p by p(t)=1[0q(t)1] q(t)+1[1<q(t)] for all t # R p+q where
1A is the indicator of A. Let P denote the set of truncated polynomials with
rational coefficients and define [I, S]* by
[I, S]*=[l*=(1& p) I+ pS, p # P].
We shall show that [I, S]* is a dense subset of [I, S]. Take l # [I, S] and
=>0. Let k be an integer such that 2&k<=2 take : # U such that
l=(1&:) I+:S. From the compacity of Bk , it is easy to prove that
supt # Bk S( . , t) is ?-inte grable. Then there exists a compact 2/3 such
that
|
2c
sup
d # Bk
|S(%, d )| ?(d%)<=8. (13)
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By the StoneWeierstrass theorem, P is a dense subset of U w.r.t. the
uniform norm on a compact set. Thus, there exists p # P, such that
sup
% # 2
d # Bk
| p(%, d )&:(%, d )|_|
3
sup
d # Bk
|S(%, d)| ?(d%)<(1 7 =8). (14)
Take l*=(1& p) I+ pS. Then, by (13) and (14)
|
3
sup
d # Bk
|l(%, d )&l*(%, d )| ?(d%)=2.
We can conclude by noting that
$(l, l*)12k+ sup
d # Bk
|
3
|l(%, d)&l*(%, d )| ?(d%)<=.
Proof (Corollary 4.1). By Bayes theorems, we have ?n, x(d%) B fn(%, x)
?(d%). Thus, for every x # X and every integer n, ?n, x is absolutely continuous
w.r.t. ?. Furthermore, since S is locally ?-dominated and D has a countable
base of open subsets, we can deduce that, for m-almost all x and for every
n, S is locally ?n, x dominated. We can conclude by Theorem 4.1. K
Proof (Proposition 4.1). Let K be a compact subset of D. We will show
that, for +-almost all (%, d ), the family of functions restricted to K d 
E(S( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x), n # N, is uniformly equicontinuous. Let
g(%)= sup
(d, d $) # K2
|S(%, d )&S(%, d $)|.
Remark that g is ?-integrable. Let K* be a countable dense subset of K and
2m and increasing sequence of compact subsets such that m 2m=3. We
first remark that for +-almost all (%, x), for all integers n and m, we have
lim
n  
E(12cm( f ) g( f ) | Tn)(%, x)=12cm( f (x)) g( f (x)) (15)
E(12cm( f ) g( f ) | Tn)(%, x)=E(12cm g | Tn)(%, x) (16)
lim
m  
E(12m g | Tn)(%, x)=E(g | Tn)(%, x) (17)
0E(g | Tn)(%, x)<. (18)
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(we have (17) by BeppoLevi theorem). Take (%, x) satisfying (15)(18),
=>0 and m0 such that % # 2m0 . For all m # N, we have
lim
n  
E(12cm g | Tn)(%, x)= limn  
E(12cm( f ) g( f ) | Tn)(%, x)
=12cm(%) g(%).
Thus, there exists a integer N such that, for all n>N,
E(12cm0
g | Tn)(%, x)<=2.
If nN, there exists 2mn such that
E(12cmn
g | Tn)(%, x)=E((1&12mn) g | Tn)(%, x)<=2.
Take 2=Ni=0 2mi , then, for all n # N, E(12c g | Tn)(%, x)<=2.
Since S is uniformly continuous on 2_K, there exists ’>0 such that, for
all d and d $, $(d, d $)<’, we have
|E(S( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x)&E(S( . , d $) | Tn)(%, x)|
E( |S( . , d )&S( . , d $)| 12 | Tn)(%, x)+E(12c g | Tn)(%, x)
=|
2
|S(%, d)&S(%, d $)| ?x, n(d%)+E(12c g | Tn)(%, x)
<=2+=2==.
We have shown that the family [d  E(S( . , d ) | Tn)(%, x), n # N] restricted
to K is uniformly equicontinuous. Seeing that D is locally compact, this
family without the restriction to K is equicontinuous. K
Proof (Proposition 4.2). Take % # 3. Let U be an open subset different
from D such that U & {~ (%){< (without loss of generality, we always can
suppose that K"U{<).
First Case. {~ f (%)/U. We will show that infd # D"U I(%, d)>infd # D
I(%, d ). There exist a sequence (dn)n in D"U such that limn I(%, dn)=
infd # D"U I(%, d ). Suppose that, for every integer n sufficiently large, dn # K.
Then, there exists a subsequence (d,(n))n which converges to d* # K"U.
Then, infd # D I(%, d )=I(%, d*). By Proposition 3.2, d* # {~ f (%) which is
impossible since d*  U. Thus, or every integer N, there exists n>N such
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that dn  K. Let (d,(n))n be a subsequence of (dn)n in D"K such that limn
I(%, dn)=infd # D"U I(%, d ). Then, by (ii),
inf
d # D"U
I(%, d )=lim
n
I(%, d,(n)) inf
d # D"K
I(%, d)
> inf
d # D
S(%, d ) inf
d # D
I(%, d ).
Second Case. There exists d0 # {~ f (%)"U.
First assume that U is bounded. Then we always can find a compact set
K satisfying (i) and (ii) such that U/K.
(a) We first show that for every l # [I, S], we have
inf
d # D
l(%, d)= inf
d # K
l(%, d ) (19)
inf
d # D"U
l(%, d)= inf
d # K"U
l(%, d ). (20)
Suppose that infd # D l(%, d )<infd # K l(%, d). Then, by (ii)
inf
d # D
l(%, d )= inf
d # D"K
l(%, d) inf
d # D"K
I(%, d )> inf
d # D
S(%, d )
which is impossible. Then, (19) is true.
Let us show (20),
inf
d # D"U
l(%, d )l(%, d0) sup
d # {~ f (%)
S(%, d )< inf
d # D"K
I(%, d ) inf
d # D"K
l(%, d ).
Seeing that infD"U l(%, d )=min[infK"U l(%, d ), infD"K l(%, d)], (20) is true.
(b) Let C be a compact neighborhood of %. Let P be set of truncated
polynomial defined in Theorem 4.1. Let C be the set of continuous func-
tions from Rn into [0, 1]. By the StoneWeierstrass theorem, P is a dense
subset of C w.r.t. the uniform norm on a compact set, and
[I, S]*=[:*I+(1&:*) S, :* # P]
is a dense subset of [I, S] w.r.t. the uniform norm on C_K. Take d* #
U & {~ (%). By Proposition 3.3, there exists l # [I, S] such that l(%, . ) attains
its unique minimum on D at d*. K"U is a nonempty compact set. The
infimum of l(%, . ) when d # K"U is attained for a point in K"U. Thus, there
exists ’>0 such that
inf
d # K
l(%, d )+’< inf
d # K"U
l(%, d ).
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Take l* # [I, S]* such that supd # K, % # C |l(%, d )&l*(%, d )|<’2. Then, by
(a), we have
inf
d # D
l*(%, d )+’2 inf
d # K
l(%, d )+’
< inf
d # K"U
l(%, d )
 inf
d # D"U
l*(%, d )+’2.
Thus, infd # D l*(%, d )<infd # D"U l*(%, d ).
If U is not bounded, there exits U$ an open bounded subset of K & U
such that U$ & {~ (%){<. Thus, there exists l # [I, S]* such that
inf
d # D
l*(%, d )< inf
d # D"U$
l*(%, d ) inf
d # D"U
l*(%, d ). K
6. DISCUSSION
The Class [I, S]. The existence of bounds (I and S) in a class of losses
is a sufficient condition for the convergence of the Bayes actions set w.r.t.
the Hausdorff metric. It is also a necessary condition (see Section 1). We
thus know that the robustness w.r.t. the loss can be improved up to {~ f (%)
by adding observations. Hence, it seems reasonable to consider bounded
classes of losses, i.e., [I, S] classes. But, as observed by an anonymous
reviewer, such classes contain losses with weird shapes, jumping up and
down from I to S. Additional constraints on shapes may be considered to
remove unreasonable losses. Furthermore, these constraints can help in the
calculation of the Bayes actions set as in [2, 3, 13]. We can remark that
the classes studied in those papers (with very weak additional assumptions)
are special cases of the present [I, S] classes.
Posterior Expected Losses. In the present paper, the robustness is
measured by the set of Bayes actions. But, as noticed by Robert and Goutis
[7], it is unimportant to choose d1 instead of d2 if we get the same
posterior expected losses. Thus, it may be of interest to compute the range
of quantities involving posterior expected losses, as for instance the
supremum and infimum of posterior expected losses for a fixed decision.
The [I, S] classes allow for such calculations since the supremum and the
infimum are respectively the posterior expected loss for S and I.
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Robustness w.r.t. the Loss-Prior. Suppose, as in Corollary 4.1, that
?n, x(d%) B fn(%, x) ?(d%) and that ? has a density ?(%) w.r.t. a probability
?0. Then
?n, x(d%) B fn(%, x) ?(%) ?0(d%) B ?(%) ?0n, x(d%)
and
argmind | l(%, d) ?n, x(d%)=argmind | l(%, d ) ?(%) ?0n, x(d%).
Following DeRobertis and Hartigan [8], take two positive functions L
and U and define
[L, U]=[density ?: L(%)?(%)U(%)].
Then, suppose the decision maker only knows that l # [I, S] and
? # [L, U]. Take l $=l?. Hence, l $ # [I$, S$] with I$=LI and S$=US. The
results of the present paper also hold for the class [I$, S$]: the Bayes
actions set derived from a [I, S] class of losses and a [L, U] class of priors
converges +-almost surely w.r.t. Hausdorff metric to the set {~ f (%).
Consequently, the robustness w.r.t. the loss-prior can be improved up to
{~ f (%).
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